As you build your summer (and lifetime) pile of important and enjoyable books to own and to read, four new ones to consider very seriously are:

- **THE YALE BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF AMERICAN LAW** (Yale University Press). This book, planned and edited by historian Roger K. Newman (biographer of Justice Hugo L. Black), assembles in one volume succinct and lively entries, including many that are particularly inspired pairings of author and subject, on over 700 men and women of significant and lasting influence in American law. (My contributions are entries on A. Leon Higginbotham, Jr., Robert H. Jackson and Lawrence E. Walsh.);

- **LUCAS A. POWE, JR., THE SUPREME COURT & THE AMERICAN ELITE, 1789-2008** (Harvard University Press). In this book, Professor Powe, a professor of law and government at the University of Texas (and, some years ago, a law clerk to Justice William O. Douglas), offers an expert’s synthesis on, and an argument regarding, the history of the Supreme Court of the United States. (Powe writes, in passing, that “surprisingly there is still no true biography of Robert Jackson….” Noted.);
• Harold H. Bruff, Bad Advice: Bush’s Lawyers in the War on Terror (University Press of Kansas). Professor Bruff, a law professor at the University of Colorado and a former U.S. Department of Justice attorney, surveys lawyers’ advice to presidents in historical and recent contexts. (Bruff considers some of the 1930s-19 legal advice that was provided by, and then he dedicates this book to the memory of, Robert H. Jackson.); and

• Cliff Sloan & David McKean, The Great Decision: Jefferson, Adams, Marshall and the Battle for the Supreme Court (PublicAffairs Books). This book, by a former Supreme Court law clerk, former publisher, practicing lawyer and Supreme Court litigator (Sloan) and a senior Congressional aide and experienced scholar of Washington and government (McKean), considers Marbury v. Madison in the context of its times and players, portrayed vividly. (The Jackson hooks? None, except that he descended from Jeffersonian Democrats, wrote about Marbury, moved to Virginia, spoke about and revered Marshall, and, in office, wrestled with the legitimacy and proper uses of judicial power to review the constitutionality of legislation.)
On a sunny afternoon in late April, the day before the opening of Books Are Magic in Cobble Hill, Brooklyn, the novelist Emma Straub was apologetically shooing away potential customers. Summer, beach, movie geek falls another movie geek but they both don’t know that they love movies. I’m terrible at explaining books but this book is a retelling of You’ve Got Mail. It is 1998 movie and I haven’t watched it. But after reading Alex, Approximately I want to watch it. Also have I written that main characters love old movies and there are quotes from movie?! The book I want to read this summer is Love and Gelato. I know that MC moves to her father in both books so it is the only reason why I put them together.
The dog days of summer are here, meaning it’s officially summer reading season. Looking for some good reads that might help you become a better investor, or gain insight into current events? Here’s some help. Jean shares some titles you may want to add to your reading list. The dog days of summer are here, meaning it’s officially summer reading season. Looking for some good reads that might help you become a better investor, or gain insight into current events? Here’s some help.

Calling all history buffs! This book tells the tale of William Adams, one of the first Englishmen to visit Japan. It’s filled with dangerous sea voyages, battles between samurai warlords, and an incredible look at life in Japan during the 1600s. If you’re familiar with the Shogun books or film adaptation, this is about the real man those stories are based on. G/O Media may get a commission. Power Up All Your Devices With an Anker 4-Port USB-C Charger [Exclusive].